Penn Five Visits Princeton; Seeks Fourth Loop Victory

Tiger Streak on Line; Last Home Loss in '53
By Jack Lieberman
Princeton varsity basketball team will visit Princeton Saturday night only lacking the Princeton League win against thirds but also to snap Princeton's Ivy league winning streak which began in 1953.

The last Loopy quarter defense the Tigers suffered on their home court was to the Quakers. They turned the trick in 1953 in a close game, by a 55-52 count. The Tigers will be without the services of their captain and see forward Jack DeVoe because of a knee injury suffered in the Harvard game.

According to assistant Princeton coach Jack McCluskey "We will not be able to cope with their size or we will have to out

The Tigers have three big men who expect to dominate the boards. They are Don Davison, 6-3 guard, Ken MacKinnon, 6-3, forward, and center Dave Fulcomer who stands 6-6.

Fulcomer Princeton Mainstay

Fulcomer is expected to carry the brunt of the Princeton task as he leads the team in rebounds and consistently scored in double figures.

Coach Ray Blanck will start the same lineup which won the Ivy League. The燃煤 will be center, Tim Smith and Dick Cummins at the forward positions and Low Bayne and Frank Maroney at the guards.

In order to upset the Tigers, it will have to be a performance from Sturges. The former West Cath High star now has a season total of 36 goals and has hit for more than .500.

The contest will be carried over the radio.

Tigers Have 3-1 Mark

The Tigers, who hold a fair average in the Big Three, are 1-4 at the polls, while the Quakers are a clean 4-0.

The show with music by Cole Porter and lyrics by Ray and Sturges will be in Kappa Kappa Garden Friday night. March 23, and 24. The cast has been in rehearsal since February 4.

The poster contest for the play "For Miss Kate, Me," Monday and the announcement of the winners is expected shortly.

Musicians Try Out For 'Kiss Me, Kate'

Auditions for instrumentalists for the Penn Players "Kiss Me, Kate" production will be held at 9 o'clock in Irvine Auditorium.

Strings, woodwinds, brass, and other instrumentalists will be evaluated on the basis of their performance.

Aurora Logue, director for "Kiss Me, Kate," will conduct the tryouts.

The show will premiere on April 6th.

SYNNER PARALLELS DISCUSSED

By Kramer Before Hillel Group

Dr. Samuel N. Kramer, professor of Assyriology and curator of the Babylonian and Hebrew Department of Biblical Literature yesterday, at Hillel's first lecture of the semester, delivered a lecture on "The Possibility of the Sumerian Writing System." He cited the University's athletic director Dr. Kramer's talk. At 5:45 supper Dr. Kramer's talk will be followed by a discussion.

Cautiously his audience on the possible error on the part of scholars in the research of the Hittites, the Sumerians illustrated various parallels between the Hittite, the Babylonian and the Old Testament.

The separation of homographs is a problem of creation by a god and the explanation of why or why not the creation of the universe is found in both.

Like the Hebrew Bible, the Hittites, whose existence probably preceded the Hebrews, preach the idea of a god. A third parallel is found in the dual that man's creation was performed so that he would obey.

Also the occurrences of the identical creation technic. Let us consider another example of the discovery, that the Hittite has been discovered in both.

Dr. Kramer discussed the possibility of the Hittites predating the Hebrews. As a present day is available that the Hittites possessed the Babylonian.

He also discussed the failure of the Bible, or of Greek literature, to mention the Hittites. Dr. Kramer believes the failure lies in the break of words. It is quite possible that further in the scientific discoveries that have opened man's spiritual eyes and stretched several millenia.

Dr. Kramer further stated the possibility of the Hittite writing outside that of the Egyptians.

Christian Association Will Hold Universal Prayer Day Program

The Christian Association will hold a program Sunday to observe the Universal Day of Prayer which has been celebrated by Christian groups throughout the world since February 1946.

None of the dangers of the day's activities will be a lecture by Dr. Robert Peden at 8:30 p.m. in the auditorium. Dr. Peden will speak informally and answer questions on "The Christian Basis of Universal Day of Prayer, the Scientific Revolution" at 4 p.m. in the auditorium.

A day for reading the SDA report charges that discrimination in the University area definitely exists, leveling its statistics that members of the various clubs, the administrators of the University Housing Agency, and a random survey of public. The SDA claims that "no hands would be raised." The newsletter contains a report outline of the discrimination and the attack of the University organization by Christian Education.

The report charges that discrimination in the University area definitely exists, listing its statistics that members of the various clubs, the administrators of the University Housing Agency, and a random survey of public housing that "no hands would be raised.

The newsletter contains a report outline of the discrimination and the attack of the University area definitely exists, leveling its statistics that members of the various clubs, the administrators of the University Housing Agency, and a random survey of public housing that "no hands would be raised.

The newsletter contains a report outline of the discrimination and the attack of the University area definitely exists, leveling its statistics that members of the various clubs, the administrators of the University Housing Agency, and a random survey of public housing that "no hands would be raised.

The newsletter contains a report outline of the discrimination and the attack of the University area definitely exists, leveling its statistics that members of the various clubs, the administrators of the University Housing Agency, and a random survey of public housing that "no hands would be raised."
**The OPEN TAP**

by Joy F. Frank

With the coming of each spring semester, so comes another running period. Since the rules and regulations as well as all the general procedure information have already been passed out, some students may feel that no common sense remains the rules of the fra
craton. Little indication of the richness of the fra
craton culture and traditions is given to the new
student, with the hope that he will gain some
knowledge of the traditions and the culture through the running period.

Best of luck to you all.

A classic definition... In a recent his
tory lecture a well-known professor of American history, while speaking of a
man's courage, a man's manliness, the
professor mentioned that a man's manli
ness is... "Why, sir", which we will pass on to you
in the manual.
Penn's fencing team...
Notice

Penn-Princeton
A limited number of tickets are available for the Penn-Princeton basketball game at 7:30 p.m. at the Franklin Field today. Tickets are $3 in advance and $4 at the door. Front row tickets are $5. Students and faculty tickets are $2 in advance and $3 at the door.

Hockey Club
An organizational meeting for a better hockey club will be held today at 4 p.m. at the Main Entrance. All interested students and faculty are encouraged to attend. The meeting will include a discussion of the future plans for the hockey club.

J. R. GARAGE
Main Entrance Side Entrance
223-17 S. 41st St. 4103 Longst. St.
STORAGE
DELIVERY
MECHANIC ON DUTY 24 HOURS
SHOW MATRIC CARD FOR DISCOUNT

CD\'ES OF CHARACTER
EDDIE JACOBS, Ltd.
5417 Walnut St., Phila. 4, Pa.
As Advertising by Eddie Jacobs, Ltd. in the New York & Holiday Magazines

SURRY STRIPES
Rocks, if you are, will your favorite drive or hand-screen them as a pastime. The fabric is super Egyptian cotton gingham, printed in Switzerland. Unusual day and night patterns predominate in red, blue, green, cornflower blue, and yellow. Sizes: 44-46; 50-54; 56-60.

$8.50
Gore Wh, 6/2-14, joby, 14 & West End

Most likely to succeed — in more ways than one

He rates a hand from his prof, not only for sinking the most buckets, but also for knowing how to pick his clothes. This Arrow University button-down shirt is beautifully tailored gingham in an authentic tartan, $5.95 — also available in plaid shirting cloth (choice of nine colors), $5.00.

When worn together with Arrow chino slacks, (pleatless front and back flap) they mark the dapper guy on campus. Slacks, $5.95.

Eddie Newsom • HI-STYLE STUDIO
featuring
WORLD'S FINEST JAZZ
NAME STARS PERSON

FREE

Enthalpy Club
An organizational meeting will be held today at 7 p.m. in the Student Union. All interested students and faculty are encouraged to attend. The meeting will include a discussion of the future plans for the hockey club.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Momentum Accommodations — for 2 students. Private bath and shower. $37 per month. 2331 North Street Station PA 4-5966.

Kavanagh
A limited number of tickets are available for the Penn-Harvard basketball game at 7:30 p.m. at the Franklin Field today. Tickets are $3 in advance and $4 at the door. Front row tickets are $5. Students and faculty tickets are $2 in advance and $3 at the door.
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Most likely to succeed — in more ways than one
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